Prevention of Guarding Objects:
Guarding Objects, whether it is a special toy, food bowl or empty roll of toilet paper. Dogs have a natural instinct to guard objects of value. Some think they "need" to guard - someone approaching = bad. We need to teach our dogs that humans approaching their valued objects = good and rewarding.
You must first decide if your dog is already showing guarding tendencies. Test your dog out. Watch for warning or aggressive signs. Tense Posture, Stiffening, Lowered head over object, Direct eye contact (stare down or evil eye), lip curl, growling, teeth showing. Talk to a professional trainer if any warning signs or aggression is present, you are in need of behavioral modification, not preventative measures.
Prevention:
The goal is to teach your dog that approaching humans are rewarding while they are in possession of valued objects. A valued object may be a bone, toy, treat, food bowl, slipper or piece of tissue. Every member of the family can join in - be sure there isn't any signs of warnings or aggression first. Your goal is to make your dogs association - people approaching = good! If your dog is showing guarding tendencies around people - guarding their humans from others, consult a trainer immediately, your dog must not be allowed to think they own humans and feel the need to warn or aggress towards approaching people or animals.
You must be aware of your dogs body language. You will be rewarding your dog, but only when they remain in a calm state. Look for relaxed eyes and body posture.
Toys or Chew Objects
Method 1:
-	Each family member can approach the dog while they are in possession of value,  (supervise children closely) Simply walk by them about 2 to 3 feet away and throw bits of very special treats (chicken, cheese etc) near the object.  Lessen the distance from the valued object over the next week or so.   Eventually
trading the object for a special treat. "People taking my valued object is a good thing!!"
Method 2:
-	Your dog must learn that when you approach and go to take a valued object away, that something better is coming along. Have something of "better value" in hand. Walk up to your dog, show them the object near their mouth. They will most likely drop the other object - replace with "better valued" object.    You can
also teach your dog a "release or drop" cue, since they are in the process of giving that desired behavior.  As your dog is dropping the object for the "better" one say "drop". Repeat this several times and your dog
will be dropping on cue.
Food Bowl:
·	Start at a distance - 3 feet away. Throw very enticing treats at your dogs food bowl as every member of the family walks by (supervise children closely).    Lessen the distance from the food bowl over the next week or so.
·	The next week, approach the food bowl and drop treats directly into it. Do not attempt this if there are any warning or aggressive signs,  (stiffness, eye contact - evil eye, growling, tense posture, leaning over bowl etc).
·	Lastly you can teach your dog -  if their food bowl must be picked up or handled, that something of greater value will replace it - such as a raw hide, chicken etc. Walk over to your dogs food bowl, get their attention with the "better value" object and trade them for the bowl. Your dog won't mind at all!

